m-seal-RF Tube Sealer is a compact instrument to seal the blood bag tubes
by radio-frequency sealing system. Special RF electrode design
eliminates hemolysis of blood in the tube while RF sealing takes place.
Easy separation of tube is done. RF sealing can be achieved in short time.

...extra features in
Mitra RF Tube Sealer...

Also available

 m-seal is bench top RF tube sealer and has a heavy duty construction.
battery operated
 It is light weight, portable and has a compact design.
 Splash guard, provided to protect from liquid splashing.
 Automatic triggering of sealing with the help of sensor.
 Magmatic electrode & head cover for easy cleaning.
 LED indicator lamps for system ready, sealing.
 One touch sealing activation.
 Automatic sensing system.
 RF output frequency is 40.68 Mhz.
 m-seal easily creates hermetic snap-apart seals and
 Short sealing time.
incorporates a user friendly.
 Easy separation of tube system.
 Minimal efforts required to seal the tubing.
 No compressed air requirement.
 Meets high output demands.
 No warm up time.
 Adapts to different tube sizes.
 m-seal has user friendly, ergomical design.
 Tube is easily pulled apart to separate seal ends.
 Carry box for the easy transportation.
 Front electrode and head cover can be easily removed
for cleaning.
 m-seal with sophisticated sensing system automatically
adapt sealing time required for different tube sizes
and thicknesses.

...extra benefits

{specifications}
Input power supply

220V AC 50Hz 5A

Sealing suitability/applicability

Blood Bag tube

Sealing time

0.5-2 Sec.

RF output frequency

40.68 Mhz

Cable

3 core wire with plug and socket

Length of cable

2 meters

Inbuilt fuse

4A main supply AC

Mechnical size & weight

W=3.4” H=8.2” L=12.9”, wt= 4kg
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